
Case Study: Predictive Policing in Rivertown
Rivertown is a mid-sized town, known for its friendly community and low crime rates.
Recently, the Rivertown Police Department (RPD) decided to implement an AI-based
predictive policing system. The goal was to make Rivertown safer by predicting where
crimesmight occur and stopping them before they happen. This decision sparked a
debate among the townspeople, with some supporting it for increased safety, and others
worried about privacy and fairness.

● Accuracy: What if the AI predicts a high crime rate in an area where crimes rarely
happen? This could lead to unnecessary police presence, making residents feel
uncomfortable and unfairly watched.

● Fairness: The AI uses past crime data for its predictions. But what if this data is
biased? For example, if certain neighborhoods were over-policed in the past, the
AI might unfairly target them again, even if they're now safe and peaceful.

● Privacy: Predictive policing involves gathering a lot of data, including personal
information. This makes people worry about their privacy. What if this information
is misused or falls into the wrong hands?

● Community Relations: Some residents (and police) feel that predictive policing
could harm trust in the RPD. Residents fear being treated as suspects just
because they live in a certain area.

Solution andCommunity Response
To address these challenges, di�erent solutions were proposed, including transparency
in data collection, community involvement, regular audits of the system, balancing
predictive policing with traditional methods, and instituting strict data privacy methods.

Rivertown chose to adopt a balanced approach, combining predictive policing
technology with traditional methods. They held community meetings to discuss the use
of the technology and gather feedback. The citizens were initially skeptical, worrying
about unfair targeting and lost privacy. Some were concerned with the use of historical
data to make predictions. Others wanted to seemore transparency in the prediction
algorithms. To this, the police chief replied, “If the algorithms were totally transparent,
then anyone could figure out how to beat them, and crime rates would go way up.”

Questions
● Howwould you feel if your neighborhood was frequently flagged by the AI as a

high-crime area?
● What measures would make youmore comfortable with the use of predictive

policing in your community?


